Do you like Memory games?
Then Secret Door is definitely something
for you! Together you are detectives trying
to figure out which treasures the thieves
have hidden.
But be quick
because at
midnight they
will be back to get
their hidden treasure.
Can you find out what they have
hidden?
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Davita Sinke

White rabbit

Do you know Max the tomcat?
Bird, mouse and chipmunk are trying to
reach their homes in the tree. Max the
tomcat is hungry and will try to catch
them! Together, the players take care of
the little creatures.

In this Nocturnally variant we cannot just turn over
cards anywhere. First, Firefly flies to an open space.
Then you turn over two of the eight cards that are
adjacent to Firefly.
The full moon card is set aside at the start of the
game; we can use it at any time to reset the time
frame.
If the white rabbit shows up, he can help us find the
animals.
With the 4 weather tokens we can add more difficulty
to the game, step by step.

Max the Tomcat is an exciting strategy
game for children of all ages. They discuss
with each other: Which animal should be
brought home first? When will Max get
a treat? And how do you feel
when Max gets to pinch one
of the little creatures?

Thanks to Kevin Luhn (www.gaiagames.de) for many good suggestions
Thanks to Magdalinde, Lyander and all other test players

Check all the games from Sunny Games on
www.sunnygames.eu/games
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Preparation

Weather tokens and the white rabbit

• Prepare the game board
and place the full moon
card next to it.
• Shuffle all the other
cards, including the
white rabbit, and place
them face down in a 6
by 6 square. Leave one
space open, somewhere
in the middle.
• Place Firefly in this
clearing. Glowworm
is not used in this
expansion.
• Shuffle the 4 weather
tokens and place one face down on the third moon square
of the game board.

If you place a moon card on a square with a token or the
white rabbit at the end of your turn, reveal it and place it on
top of the moon card. Until the next moon card is discarded,
something special happens:
The wind blows so hard through the trees that no
one can hear each other. Until the next moon is
displayed, the players are not allowed to talk.
The clouds move in front of the moon, the night
gets even darker. When it is your turn, keep your
eyes closed the whole time. Your fellow players will
help you find the cards.
Due to heavy rain, most of the animals stay under
trees or underground. Therefore, you can only move
two cards per turn.
Firefly is distracted by the shooting star and has less
time to look for animals. Therefore, you can only
turn over one card per turn.
The white rabbit helps to find the other animals.
Now we can turn over any cards, regardless of their
distance to Firefly!

Playing
At the start of your turn, Firefly may fly once. He flies to
another clearing, switches places with a card, or stays where
he is. You may now turn over two of the 8 cards around Firefly.
The rest is the same as in the core game.

Full moon

Once in the game you may deploy the full moon card. Place
it on its own spot and move the time frame to the start. The
full moon also ends the effect of weather tokens and the
white rabbit. Decide together when you want to use it!

Finding the white rabbit
The white rabbit wants to help us, but is asleep somewhere
in the forest. If we find him, we’ll first let him sleep for a while.
Place his card face down on one of the empty moon squares
(without a moon card or a weather token). If there is no empty
space, he will of course wake up immediately to
help us!

More challenge

If you have won, add more and more weather tokens.
Distribute them over the first four moon spaces of the
game board.
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